Twisted Cord Tutorial
To see larger versions of the pictures, go to http://maiaspins.typepad.com/maiaspins/2009/03/ditty-bag.html and click
on any picture.
The cord is made by twisting 4 lengths of yarn, folding it in half, and then letting them twist (ply). If you want a 30 inch
cord you need to start with 2.5 times that length = 75 inches. That is not 75 inches of yarn folded into 4ths. It is 4
times 75 inches.
First you'll wind a butterfly. This will allow the free end of
lengths of yarn to untwist as you add twist to the starting
end. Doesn't make sense does it? Bear with me. Starting
about 24 inches from one end, wind the remainder around
your fingers. This is the start of the butterfly.

Wind the end around the butterfly and secure the end by
looping it under the previous wrap. Pull tight. When you
need more length for twisting you can just pull it out of the
butterfly without having to refasten anything. So very handy!
Pinch the starting end firmly. Start twisting the yarn
(including the butterfly) counterclockwise. I say clockwise
because that is the direction the yarn was last plied in.
Twisting the same direction as the last plying keeps it from
untwisting and generally makes a more attractive cord. A
minor distinction and it won't be a crime if you twist
clockwise.
Keep your fingers just a few inches apart. It is easier to twist short segments
than to twist the entire length at once. When that length is fully twisted move
down and twist some more. I either have someone very patient hold the
starting end or I clench it in my teeth. Be sure to not let go of this end or you
will lose all of your twisting efforts. You also need to keep it under tension or
it will start to kink up.
How much twist is enough? It should be almost to the point where it kinks no
matter how much tension you put it under. You can always test it by letting a
short length fold in half. It should be tightly plied. The picture to the left
shows a test ply section with the twisted, but not plied section above my
pinched fingers and the free (untwisted) end hanging down below.
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Continue until the entire length is twisted. Fold in half placing the starting and ending ends together. Let go of the
remainder. It will ply in a swirling frenzy and probably not look like a cord at all. No worries. Tie the starting and
ending ends together so they won't untwist. Beginning at the knot end, pull out the unwanted twistiness bit by bit.
With your fingers pull and smooth it into an even cord.

It is very important that you
start at the knot end when
you are working out the
kinks. The looped end can
move the knot is fixed.

See! All better.

I like to tie a knot at the non-knot (loop) end and trim the ends.
It is about symmetry not stability.

Try using different colors of yarn. Three of one color plus one contrast color will add a color pop. Try textured novelty yarns.
Add a strand of glitter. I can’t wait to see what you make! Email me with questions, comments, suggestions, or pictures at
maia@tactilefiberarts.com.
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